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K.E. Duffin

Three Views of Siberia
Birds of Novosibirsk
Ordinarily I would be obsessed with learning their Latin names, poring
over books to pin down even their subspecies. But here the making of lists
feels wrong, a temptation to mastery. And nothing can master such vastness.
At Novosibirsk, our plane stands on the
like a huge metal goose,
Los Angeles written in script on its fuselage. My first Siberian bird. Other
birds I see on the runway fit the forms of plover and swallow, even as they
withhold their true identities. They are strange beneath the deceptive gestalt
of ordinary. They shoot up from grass that is not the grass I know, from
among flowers that are not the flowers I know. Yet on the surface, how
in distant world seems, all the categories
ar this
find in placevests,
as if for a children’s
book.
Just beyond the airport, a bubbling cry makes me look up at the bare
branches of a nearby tree, and there I see my first Magpie in its brilliant blue,
black, and white silks, a most implausible bird to
in a landscape
for
sparrows and starlings. I am struck by its size as well as its elegance, an
eighteenth-century gentleman oddly misplaced from court with his plumes,
or a strutting jockey, horseless, unless the muddy back of the earth itself
is a horse.
The Pied Wagtail as common is a concept that takes getting used to. This
black, white, and gray bird, with long, constantly-flicking tail, visits the
puddles Novosibirsk after rain and loops from tree to tree looking like the
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher’s gigantic older sibling who ran away to the circus.
Harlequin, frail and dapper all at the same time, often nesting under
airconditioners (one is doing so at the orange-yellow military headquarters),
it allows you to approach quite closely. In my photographs that seem to be
of curbs and mysterious expanses of nondescript street, it puzzles me with its
disappearing act. So slim, as if it lived on grayness and sky alone, each arrival
is an announcement of imperiled delicacy, like the boy dancers in a
Tchaikovsky ballet whose thinness borders upon the fantastic.
The two-tone Hooded Crows—black and tan—have cries that seem a cross
between crow and raven. Wearing sackcloth jackets and burlap
they are
the shy, medieval hoodlums of winter who scare up from the pines, or drift
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past crumbling corners of tenements. Gangs of them spread their own
rumors in the distance, reminding the city that it is surrounded by enormous
anonymity. Their ancestors fed on someone’s bones. And yet they are a
friendly presence, wary as ravens, proximate as crows.
High up in the white birches of the taiga, barely discernible flittings and
tumblings lace that holds back the clouds. Little victory birds with tiny,
bibbed throats from which a northern music is squeezed, barely audible.
As an old train, brightly colored like a toy, clacks along the shore outside
Akademgorodok, a bell-like note keeps wafting from a nearby stand of
windswept pines, like someone testing a tuning fork. Our burly driver
suddenly turns and says, “It is a small blue bird making that sound,” his own
eyes glinting like fragments of sky.

Stolovaya
After days of giddy warmth in May defying all the stereotypes of snow and
desolation, the weather suddenly leaned back toward Siberian winter. The
wind was abruptly arctic again, a chill that made the body feel transparent
under a stern blue sky. Any notion that earth accommodated human life—
the forgivable illusion of spring—was ripped away like a flimsy poster. This
cold had traveled far, meeting no obstacles. It had moved in overnight from
the unimaginable east, and it shut down your breath. Buildings reeled in the
blast, and helpless sunlight played along their facades. At noon, I sought
shelter and warmth, and the old century offered up one of its lairs, a canteen
or stolovaya for the people, straight out of the Soviet era. These drab,
comradely places used to
found on every block,
even the poorest could
be assured of a meal and temporary respite from the cold.
No awning or banner announced its presence. I could have been slipping
into someone’s shabby apartment building by the side door. What I found
was a dramatic contrast to the trendy little cafes with purple umbrellas that
seemed to have blown in suddenly from the West like capitalist pollen
settling on vast, gray street corners. A few steps up, and I was in a large
rectangular space filled with beautiful wintry light that seemed dusted with
flour. The first thought was old elementary school cafeteria, with universal
smells of unidentifiable soup and overcooked vegetables. There were long
communal tables under the windows. The decor was brown and disinfectant
green; steam was rising from steel vats that held nameless umber stews with
carrots floating in them like fluorescent
Some disheveled old people as
well as neatly attired businessmen with scuffed briefcases were pushing trays
along a line, choosing items on display. Burly women in aprons and white
caps were ladling hot tea into an array of glasses, each containing a brown
blob that might have been a preserved fruit. Behind the counter, other
women were hacking at pink chunks of cooked meat to make more stew. I
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got on line and surveyed the offerings with alarm and curiosity. I took one of
the ceramic bowls of soup and had a tentative spoonful. It was tasty and
greasy, filled with a grain like
and gristly meat. For my main course I
chose a hot bun with poppy seeds—it seemed safest—and a bottle of
lemonade. There was much shouting by the kitchen staff which made me
feel like a recruit at culinary boot camp, always on the verge of making some
egregious error in progressing from point to point. But mostly the workers
were talking to one another, oblivious to the customers. After all, these were
probably old-style jobs, held for life. Men were hefting huge, battered silver
vats, seemingly left over from a war between giants, creatinga hubbub as if
they were angry, then disappearing meekly beyond a green wall, liked
chastened adolescents.
After eating my modest meal, I wandered downstairs to explore, finding a
dark basement labyrinth straight out of the Bolshevik years. There was a
dirty—though not filthy—windowlcss toilet, also with green walls. I glanced
into another room that had white tiles and meat hooks, a green table, and a
window covered with lurid, red organdy curtains. There a muscular woman
with rolled-up shirt sleeves was wielding a cleaver, chopping up the ribby,
splayed carcass of an unidentifiable animal, and filling steel bowls to the brim
with salvageable meat. I took some photos from the doorway—it was like a
Vermeer filtered through Soutine—and when the woman heard the noisy
slatch of the Nikon shutter, she turned, quite agitated, and chased me
upstairs. But I was only an ignorant guest, a foreigner. Not the health
inspector, as she thought.
The sacrificial carcass I glimpsed was a blotch of reds and whites helplessly
embracing the air, its headless form presiding over the stolovaya where
legislated kindness—with the instinct of a sullen, cornered street dog—fought
the impersonal forces of cold and hunger. The light streaming through those
tall glasses of murky tea was loveless and spiritual, a paradox. Perhaps this
place was swept away with the century. Yet I know I will always struggle
toward it in those dreams of destitution so common in paradise, knowing
where soup and warmth can be found.

The Glass House
Along the broad roadway that paralleled the gray Ob River and led to the
heart of Novosibirsk, where trucks thundered by apartment buildings and
clusters of sheds and shacks, it glittered like a fragment of a shattered side
view mirror. So strange, the eye leapt to it instantly, something shaken out of
a library book about the Bauhaus. Squeezed between two dull sheds, like the
pearlescent fan of an accordion, was a tiny faceted house of glass. On
staggered levels, with one triangular corner of roof pointed up toward the
sky. A little church of modernism, all window, reflecting clouds and tree
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branches as if they were cracks in its surface. It seemed to be silently
photographing whatever
Who lived there? An architect?
professor
of art? When had this little eccentricity appeared? In an enormous,
lumbering city, heavy with conformity and necessity, a vest-pocket grace note
of fancy and freedom. Something whose purpose was reflection. Something
in which you could see
I remember a
when trees near the glass house were shaken like lifeless
dolls by wind that smeared a red stoplight across swirling leaves. Deluge.
People walking along the road looked as if they had had buckets suddenly
dumped on them. lone, wet
dog headed into heavy traffic.
(What ever became of it?) Hulking trucks kept barreling toward the city
center, past the penitentiary-like Hotel Ob, cavernous, abandoned andempty.
In rain, its dull concrete was duller. But the glass house became a natural
part of this universe that brought puddles and reflections. It sent the light
ricocheting all directions, refusing to absorb and conceal, instead throwing
back whatever came its way. It showed things as they are, not as they were
supposed to
A paradox, it was the center of attention because of its own
disappearance. Look at me, it declared, and you will see everything around
me. I decided it was a writer’s house, even if no writer lived there.
One
on Krasny Prospekt, after another rainstorm, the clouds thinned
and grew nacreous, touched with lemon, and the thinnest wash of blue
appeared. Even the ensuing sunshowers, arrows of rain still pelted us,
leaving mercuric pools everywhere. We sheltered doorways, watching the
rain-slicked street for any sign of let-up. And I thought of the glass house in
its element, an endless video of street,
and traffic playing
its
surface, streaming with tears. Perhaps it was an embodied metaphor, a jeux
d’esprit in a land where levity was rarely seen in public: “People who live in
glass houses. . . ”
Another way of looking at it: through some quirk in the Russian system of
supply and hoarding, someone once had a windfall of glass. What seems an
indulgence and a witticism may also have been a necessity: build from
whatever is at hand. Make do and let others see in it what they will.
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